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COMMUNITY HERITAGE COMMISSION 
 

March 6, 2013   6:00p.m. 

Committee Room No. 2 
 

MINUTES 
 

VOTING MEMBERS PRESENT:  
Councillor Jaimie McEvoy  - Chair 

Harry Buchholz   - Community Member 

John Davies    - Community Member 

Christine Garneau   - Community Member 

Gavin Hainsworth   - Community Member joined the meeting at 6:15 p.m. 

Rob McCullough   - Community Member  

 

VOTING MEMBERS REGRETS: 

Councillor Betty McIntosh  - Vice Chair 

Keith Hutchinson   - Community Member 

Catherine Hutson   - Heritage Preservation Society 

 

STAFF: 

Julie Schueck    - Heritage Planner 

Donna Martin    - Committee Clerk 

 

The meeting was called to order at 6:05 p.m. 

  

1.0 ADDITIONS TO AGENDA 

 

There were no additions to the agenda. 

 

2.0 ADOPTION OF MINUTES 

 

2.1 Adoption of the Minutes of February 6, 2013  

 

 MOVED and SECONDED 

THAT the minutes of the Community Heritage Commission meeting held on February 6, 

2013 be received and adopted.  

CARRIED. 

All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion. 
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3.0 PRESENTATIONS 

 

3.1 Queensborough Community Plan (Lynn Roxburgh and Jackie Teed)  

 

Lynn Roxburgh presented the vision, themes, goals and objectives of the heritage 

management chapter of the new draft Queensborough Community Plan. 

 

It was suggested that the connections between the water and pathways be linked.  Further 

comments should be forwarded to Lynn Roxburgh or Julie Schueck by the end of March 

2013. 

 

4.0 UNFINISHED BUSINESS  

 

4.1 Heritage Week Colouring Contest – 2013 – Verbal Update  

 

The Heritage Week Colouring Contest entries were judged last week.  Prizes will be 

awarded to the winners at the Regular City Council meeting on March 11, 2013. 

 

5.0 NEW BUSINESS 

 

5.1 638 Columbia Street – Sign Permit Application for building listed on the Heritage 

Register  

 

 Commission members offered the following comments: 

 Sign a bit rustic for the building could be a maintenance problem in future 

 Canopy out of keeping with historic look 

 Banding unusual 

 Glad the building has been reoccupied 

 

 MOVED and SECONDED 

 THAT the proposed sign design for 638 Columbia Street be supported with the following 

considerations: 

 Durability of sign materials 

 Lettering be well done 

 Sign colours could be more complementary to the building 

 Application of sign to the building should be anchored through mortar joints. 

CARRIED. 

 All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion. 

 

5.2 Proposed Rezoning of 467 East Eighth Avenue from (RS-1) to (RS-5)  Preliminary 

Report to Council on February 25, 2013: For Discussion (Cllr. Jaimie McEvoy)  

 

This item was deferred to the next meeting for discussion. 
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5.3 Appointment of Community Heritage Commission Member to Heritage Grant 

Committee  

  

MOVED and SECONDED 

THAT Gavin Hainsworth be appointed to the Heritage Grant Committee as a 

representative of the Community Heritage Commission for a two year term beginning 

February 1, 2013 and ending January 31, 2015. 

CARRIED. 

All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion. 

 

6.0 REPORTS AND INFORMATION 

 

6.1 City Heritage Program – Verbal Update (Standing Item) 

 

 Indication that there might be a few suggested changes to the interpretive panels from the 

advocates for former-Woodlands residents came to staff’s attention in December.  When 

staff met with them for clarification, they were presented with a package suggesting line by 

line adjustments.  Tower Task Force members were informed and a meeting has been called 

to discuss this and to see if there are any further recommendations to be taken to Council.  

 

7.0 CORRESPONDENCE 

 

7.1  New Westminster Historical Society Newsletter, No. 393, February 2013  

 

7.2  Vancouver Heritage Foundation Newsletter, February 2013  

 

7.3 Robert Shipley’s “Building Stories: Putting your Community on the Heritage Tourism 

Map”, Municipal World, February 2013  

 

7.4 Funding Announcement - $500,000 for Heritage BC  

 

7.5 Real Estate Institute of BC’s Input Magazine, Winter 2013, Volume 41, Number 1: 

 http://www.reibc.org/_Library/Input_Magazine/Input_Winter_2013_web.pdf 

  

 Hard copies were made available to members. 

 

7.6 Heritage BC Quarterly, Winter 2013: 

 http://www.heritagebc.ca/resources/HBC_Q21_Winter2013.pdf 

 

 Hard copies were made available to members. 
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8.0 NEXT MEETING 

 

8.1 Next Meeting Date: 

 

April 3, 2013 in Committee Room No. 2 at 6:00pm  

 

9.0 ADJOURNMENT 

 

ON MOTION, the meeting adjourned at 6:59 p.m. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Councillor Jaimie McEvoy  Donna Martin 

 Chair  Committee Clerk 
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#387450 

 

City of New Westminster 

 

MEMO 
 

 

To: Community Heritage Commission 

 

Date: April 3, 2013  

From: Julie Schueck, 

Heritage and Community Planner 

 

File: 2608-20-53 

HER00477 

Subject: 235 Durham Street - Proposed Heritage Revitalization Agreement  

 

 

BACKGROUND   
 

The house at 235 Durham Street was constructed in 1899 for Jacob and Kate Wilson.  Jacob and 

his father ran a boat building business that was located where the Westminster Quay is now.  At 

this time, the property went from Durham Street to Eighth Avenue, but the Wilsons subdivided 

the property and gave the portion facing Durham Street to their son (Malcolm) and his bride 

(Berta), who was the daughter of the City’s first Chief Constable (William James Huston).  Their 

son (Leonard) was a well-known box lacrosse player and worked at Fraser Mills. Their other son 

(Roy) was a member of the elite First Special Services Force during World War Two, upon 

which the movie “The Devil’s Brigade” was based.
1
  

 

The house is an excellent example of an early working class house that retains most of its 

original elements – wood drop siding, front porch, and front door with wood panelling and inset 

glass.  The house is valued for its historic, aesthetic and associative significance.   

 

AREA MAP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                              
1
 Information from Statement of Significance written by Raymon Letkeman.  Appendix A. 
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City of New Westminster 
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CONTEXT 
 

The house is situated in the Glenbrooke North Neighbourhood, between Second Street and 

Fourth Street, and between Seventh Avenue and Eighth Avenue.  The street is all single family 

residential and the lots range in size from 409.70 m² (4410 ft²) to 910.54 m² (9801 ft²).  The 

majority of lots are about 817.55 m² (8800 ft²) in size.  

 

The single family dwellings range in age from the subject property which dates to 1899, up to the 

most recent constructed in 2012.  Most of the dwellings on the street were constructed before 

1945. 

 

The subdivision pattern on the street has a mix of narrow lots and standard sized lots.  Of the 16 

lots on the north side Durham Street, 7 have lot frontages of 12.19m (40 ft) or less and on the 

south side of Durham Street, 3 lots out of 14 fall into the same category.  

 

 

SITE INFORMATION 
 

Owner/Applicant:  

Official Community 

Plan Land Use 

Designation: 

(RL) Residential – Low Density: this area will  

contain low density residential uses including single 

detached houses, houses with a secondary suite, 

duplexes, detached townhouses, low density multifamily 

uses, churches and may contain small scale 

local commercial uses such as home based businesses 

and corner stores. 

 

Existing Zoning: Single Detached Dwelling Districts (RS-1) 

 

Proposed Zoning: Heritage Revitalization Agreement and  

Single Detached Dwelling Districts (RS-1) 

 

Site Characteristics: 

 

Frontage:         18.11 m (59.40 ft) 

Ave. Depth:     45.42m (149.00 ft) 

Site Area:       822.28m²  (8851 ft² ) 
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CONTEXT MAP SHOWING SURROUNDING FLOOR SPACE RATIO 
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EXISTING POLICY/PRACTICE   

 

A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) is a voluntary agreement between a property owner 

and the local government, authorized by bylaw. The agreement allows local governments to 

supersede local zoning regulations and to provide incentives which would make it viable for 

owners to conserve and preserve property of heritage merit.  

Provisions for local governments to negotiate HRAs are set out in Section 966 of the Local 

Government Act. The mechanism provides flexibility and can ensure the retention of non-

conforming heritage resources that may otherwise be demolished.  

 

A Heritage Designation Bylaw is a form of land use regulation that places long-term protection 

on the land title of a property and which is the primary form of regulation that can prohibit 

demolition.  Any changes to a protected heritage property must first receive approval from City 

Council (or its delegate) through a Heritage Alteration Permit.  Provisions for the local 

government to place Heritage Designation Bylaws on properties are set out in Sections 967, 968 

and 969 of the Local Government Act.  It is the City’s policy to place a Heritage Designation 

Bylaw on a property that receives a Heritage Revitalization Agreement.   

 

Council has recently identified that all pre-1900 houses are particularly significant and every 

effort should be made to encourage their retention. 

 

ANALYSIS 

 

There is widespread recognition in the community that there should be a variety of heritage 

incentive tools that assist and encourage property owners to conserve their heritage buildings. 

Certain zoning relaxations, including subdivision, are seen as appropriate incentives that offer 

property owners a financial resource that can be used for heritage conservation purposes, or 

release them from financial obligations that would be necessary without the relaxations. 

 

Council has directed, with the full support of the Community Heritage Commission, that that 

proposals which intend to retain pre-1900 buildings should be strongly encouraged. This 

coincides with the Heritage Property Review Policy which states that any demolition application 

for a pre-1900 building be reviewed by Council. These buildings are rare in the City and, as 

such, extra steps are being taken to support their retention and restoration. 

 

The HRA application for 235 Durham proposes to relocate the 1899 house slightly east on the 

site and to restore the exterior in exchange for subdivision of the property.  A new house that is 

respectful of the heritage house, but which does not imitate it, is proposed for the new lot.  A 

secondary suite is being proposed for each house. 

 

At this point, staff have identified the following zoning variances for this HRA application:  

 

 Lot size; 

 Frontage; 
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 On-site parking for the two secondary suites; and 

 Shared driveway 

 

The proposed HRA meets the objectives in the Official Community Plan. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The retention and exterior restoration of a pre-1900 house on Durham Street using a Heritage 

Revitalization Agreement would provide long-term legal protection and increase the future 

viability of the house. 

 

The Community Heritage Commission is being asked to provide comments on the Statement of 

Significance, the Heritage Conservation Plan, and on the proposed designs. 

 

 

   
   
Julie Schueck, 

Heritage and Community Planner 
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235 DURHAM STREET, 
NEW WESTMINSTER

CONSERVATION PLAN

Submitted to the City of New Westminster
March 2013
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INTRODUCTION

Reasons for the Conservation Plan
The Wilson Residence located in the historic Glenbrooke North neighbourhood at 235 Durham Street is 
an early example of the Victorian era cottage style home. The pre-1900’s residential building has significant 
heritage value though it has not been designated or listed on the City of New Westminster Heritage Register.

A revitalization project designed by G Wilson Construction Co. Ltd. proposes to rehabilitate the historic 
structure and develop the property by subdividing the lot to build a new home that is sensitive to the design 
of the existing home and neighbourhood. There is precedent for the sub-division on the street just a few lots 
to the west where two homes on 30 foot lots built in 1908.

Scope of the Study
This report includes a description of the site and the current building condition. The proposed conservation 
work outlined in this document is based on the as-found condition of the building and the proposed 
schematic designs by G Wilson Construction Co. Ltd.

A Statement of Significance provided by Raymond Letkeman Architects is included in this report. It lists 
the heritage value and the character-defining elements of the historic place. This report includes additional 
exterior architectural and decorative elements which are considered of heritage value but not character-
defining elements.

The recommendations in this report follow the principles of the Standards and Guidelines for the 
Conservation of Historic Places in Canada, prepared by Parks Canada.

Methodology
The historic building was reviewed by G Wilson Construction in February and March of 2013. Elevations 
were viewed from the ground and interiors were reviewed where natural light was available.

The condition of the exterior elevations and interior spaces was photographically documented and the 
surrounding area briefly analyzed. All images in this report are by G Wilson Construction Co. Ltd. if not 
otherwise indicated. 
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SITE DESCRIPTION

History
The historic building was developed and built by Jacob and Kate Wilson before the turn of the twentieth 
Century.  Jacob was in the boat building business with his Father Leonard Wilson. They had immigrated 
to New Westminster from Orillia, Ontario in 1890. Their business was located on two properties fronting 
onto the Fraser River in the current location of the Westminster Quay. Jacob and Leonard built many boats 
and did business along the Fraser River. Eventually they became proficient scow builders, serving the local 
commercial river traffic market. 

Jacob and Kate Wilson also developed the property directly north of the Durham Street property that faces 
onto 8th Avenue and turned the Durham street home over to their eldest Son, Malcolm Wilson and his 
new bride Berta Huston, the Daughter of New Westminster’s first Chief Constable, (William James Huston, 
Chief Constable 1891-1895. See the book about the life story of William James Huston, The Renaissance 
Detective, Author, Peter Morgan).   Malcolm Wilson and Bertha Huston raised four children in the Durham 
street home. Malcolm went off to the First World War with the Royal Canadian Engineers. Malcolm’s, 
Brother Joseph joined the 47th Regiment in New Westminster and fought at the Battle of Vimy Ridge.  
Malcolm returned home in 1919 and was the first Member of the new Teamsters Union in Vancouver, 
remaining with the Teamsters until his retirement. 

Leonard Wilson, Bertha and Malcolm’s eldest son was a well-known local box lacrosse player. During the 
Depression, the lacrosse players were sent throughout the province to help establish the sport in various 
cities. Leonard returned to New Westminster in 1938 and remained with Fraser Mills until his retirement.  
The middle son, Roy Wilson was a Second World War Member of the elite First Special Services Forces. A 
hand chosen elite force of 2500 soldiers were selected from the best of the Canadian and American Forces 
during the Second World War. Their exploits were the basis for the 1968 movie, “The Devil’s Brigade”.  Later, 
the movie Star Wars borrowed from this famous unit using their motto, “The force be with you”.  The First 
Special Services Forces was the original basis for what would later become known as the Green Berets in the 
US Military.  The youngest son, George Wilson, was a signal man during the Second World War and part 
of the landing at the Aleutian Islands. Returning home after the war, he remained with Fraser Mills until 
his retirement. The Wilson Family have been a part of the original growth and history of the City of New 
Westminster since 1890. 

The Wilson Residence is one of few homes that was constructed before the turn of the twentieth century 
and today remains a relatively untouched example of an early working class style cottage. Most building 
activity occurred between 1910 and 1960, when the last residential area was infilled.
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Site Location
The building is located at 235 Durham Street 
on the north side, between 2nd and 4th Street 
in the Glenbrooke North neighbourhood. The 
Glenbrooke North area became part of the city of 
New Westminster in 1888. The Glen River and its 
ravine were the most prominent features of the 
topography when the area was first established. 
However, the Glenbrooke Creek Bed has since 
been filled with the Glenbrooke Trunk Sewer.  

The juxtaposition of the Glenbrooke Ravine’s 
topography and the rectangular street grid 
organization helps define the neighbourhood’s 
unique variation in lot sizes, street dimensions 
and land use. Glenbrooke North is now a well 
established residential neighbourhood with Terry 
Hughes Park and the Glenbrooke Ravine Park to 
the southeast. 

The Glenbrooke North neighbourhood is 
aesthetically valued for its diverse selection of 
historical architecture ranging from the early 
20th Century Edwardian boom years to the post-
Secondary World War suburban bungalow boom.  
(Historical Neighbourhood Context Statements 
2008, 24) Glenbrooke residents have raised 
concerns over scattered pockets of deteriorated 
buildings but appreciate the area for being a 
walkable neighbourhood.

 Site Location of 235 Durham Street (Google Map, 2013)

 235 Durham Street Front Facade (Google Map, 2013)
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HERITAGE VALUE

Statement of Significance
The Statement of Significance, provided by Raymond Letkeman Architects, identifies the heritage value and 
character defining elements of the house at 235 Durham Street.

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
235 Durham Street New Westminster, BC.

DESCrIpTION OF HISTOrIC plACE:
The Wilson residence, located in the historic 
Glenbrooke neighbourhood in New Westminster, is a 
Victorian era cottage style home located on the north 
side of Durham Street, approximately in the center 
of the block. The home is one of the earliest on the 
street, and today remains a relatively untouched 
example of an early working class style cottage.  

HErITAGE VAluE:
The home is the only remaining pre 1900’s built 
cottages on the 200 block of Durham Street in New 
Westminster. The building was built and remained 
with the Wilson family for several generations. After 
moving from Orillia, Ontario, Jacob Wilson and his 
father, leonard Wilson, started their boat building 
business along the Fraser river in the current location 
of the Westminster Quay. They developed their 
property in the North Glenbrooke neighbourhood 
as Glenbrooke South remained a mostly industrial/
institutional area. The Wilson family home is a historic 
place with both aesthetic and historical value as it is 
an early example of the working class style cottage as 
the city of New Westminster developed. 235 Durham Street

1

The home’s aesthetic is very telling of its working class residents: utilitarian in form, layout and built with simple 
balloon framed construction. The home has maintained many of its original elements: single glazed, double hung  
drawn glass windows,Victorian style entry door, interior fir flooring as well as a wood staircase and balustrade 
with large Victorian Newel posts.  restoring the home is important in capturing the neighbourhood’s early 
development as most building activity occurred after 1910 and 1960, when the last residential area was infilled.

The completion of the Canadian Pacific Railway in 1885 allowed trade through New Westminster`s portlands 
and spiked growth in business, industry and residential developments. The Durham Street residence is a 
tangible reminder of the the working class community that lived and developed the city of New Westminster 
in the early 1900s. The home was built by Jacob and leonard Wilson, who established their family in New 
Westminster and was renowned for his craftsmanship in repairing and building boats.The Wilson Family have 
been a part of the original growth and history of the City of New Westminster since 1890.  

CHArACTEr-DEFINING ElEMENTS:
•	 residence is placed on the eastern side of the lot which is essentially flat
•	 wood-frame construction, with original wooden drop siding and wooden trim elements, including diamond 

shingles in the front gable
•	 original front-door with wood panelling and inset glass
•	 front-projecting entrance porch on the north elevation
•	 unornamented brick chimney
•	 general form and massing, in particular the rectangular shape and steep gable roof
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CONSERVATION PRINCIPLES

The conservation of the house at 235 Durham street will be done in accordance with the Standards and 
Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada. This includes the retention of character-
defining elements identified in the Statement of Significance, where feasible.

Conservation Approach
The overall conservation approach will be Rehabilitation. Some individual components may be Preserved or 
Restored. The following pages indicate the appropriate conservation approaches to be applied to the various 
components.

Three conservation approaches are recognized and defined in the Standards and Guidelines:

 
Preservation is a program of maintenance and intervention designed to prevent futher deterioration 
and to keep a building or structure ‘as is’ - that is, to respect the present form, material, and integrity.  
Emphasis is placed on the conservation of existing material.

Restoration is the process of returning a building or structure to the appearance of an earlier time 
by removing later material and by replacing missing elements and details.

Rehabilitation is the process of returning a property to a useable state through repair or alteration.  
Rehabilitation makes possible an efficient contemporary use while preserving those portions and   
features that are significant to the property’s historic, architectural, and cultural values.
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CONDITION AND CONSERVATION APPROACH

Description
The Wilson Residence was designed as a one and a half storey single family home. The upper floor was 
planned exclusively with bedrooms while the ground floor accommodated all kitchen, bathroom and living 
spaces. Though the home is in disrepair, its character defining elements remain in fairly good condition. 
Once restored it will be an asset to the City of New Westminster and a positive element adding to the 
streetscape and the surrounding neighbourhood. 

The company that now owns the property would like to develop the property. Currently the property would 
allow for a 4400 square foot new single family home development. Such a development would dwarf the 
scale of other established homes in the neighbourhood. The company also believes this is not the best 
development for the City or for the property as buyers in the market place today are clearly seeking smaller 
homes. The company would like to subdivide the property restoring the original home, adding a proper 
foundation and basement development, retaining and adding onto the existing home for size, livability and 
saleability. The exterior front façade will be retained and restored. The addition at the rear of the property 
will match the material and profile of the existing elevations. Paint samples were taken from the elevations 
and a historic paint analysis will be undertaken. The company would like to develop a new home on the 
subdivided lot in which the design would be sensitive to the existing home and neighbourhood. There is 
precedent for the sub-division on the street just a few lots to the west where two homes on 30 foot lots built 
in 1908. 

North Elevation with Tree Coverage East Elevation and Property Setback South Elevation and Rear Yard
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Character Defining Element: Site
Description: The Wilson Residence is built on 
a single lot on the north side of Durham Street 
between 2nd and 4th Street. The property is 
located in an area that overlooks the Glenbrooke 
Creek Bed and historic lowlands. Situated at 
the west of the ravine, the area is known for its 
variation in lot and block sizes.
Conservation Approach: Rehabilitation
Features: The lot is flat and open. There are two 
deteriorating cherry trees in the frontyard. 
Recommendation: Move the building back to 
align with the neighbouring house frontages to 
relate back to the existing site context. The lot will 
also be shifted closer to the east side while still 
maintaining the minimum side setback. This will 
maximize the frontage for each lot once the one 
lot is subdivided into two. 

The flat topography of the site will be retained. 

The two deteriorating trees will be removed 
and replaced with species indigenous to the 
neighbourhood. The front yards  of each house 
will act as a semi-private garden/green space 
while the backyards will be lined with trees to 
ease the transition between the rear garages and 
the green spaces. 

235 Durham Street Site

235 Durham Landscaping
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Character Defining Element: 
Form and Massing
Description: The Wilson Residence is a 1 1/2 
storey residential building approximately 1400 sf. 
There is an addition that has been added to the 
original house that is approximately 100 sf.
Conservation Approach: Rehabilitation
Features: The building sits 3’6” below street level 
with no existing foundation. There is one full 
floor and the half level is characterized by a steep 
gable roof. The house has a frontage of 20’7”.
Recommendation: Raise the existing house 
one foot above street level in order to add a 
foundation, basement suite and elevated front 
porch. A rear addition will add 7’ in depth to the 
rectangular plan. All elevations will match the 
existing profile and material. The house’s existing 
frontage will be kept as is. 

Proposed Subdivision and Rear Addition(red)

North Elevation with Tree Coverage
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Character Defining Element: Cladding
Description: The exterior wood siding of the 
residence is weathered but in fair condition. The 
rear addition has a different colour and quality of 
siding than the principle elevations. Damaged and 
missing pieces of siding are evident on all sides.
Conservation Approach: Preservation/Repair
Features: Cladding is mainly comprised of 
wooden “shake style” shingles. The front facade is 
differentiated with courses of diamond shingles.
Recommendation: The shake shingle cladding 
will have to be cleaned and repaired. The 
shingles lining the window have discoloured and 
deteriorated so they will have to be replaced to 
match the existing profile and material. 
The diamond shingles are in fair condition and 
should only need to be cleaned and repaired.
All shingles will be repainted to a consistent and 
historically appropriate colour.

Upper Front Facade

East Elevation Cladding

West Elevation Cladding
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Chimney

Character Defining Element: Chimney 
Description: The simple chimney centered at 
the rear pitch of the roof is one of the only brick 
elements of the house that is still in relatively 
good condition.
Conservation Approach: Preservation
Features: The brick chimney is a subtle element 
that follows the symmetrical balance of the design 
of the house. 
Recommendation: The preservation of the 
chimney will include cleaning, repairing, 
repainting and replacing any damaged bricks.

Character Defining Element: Millwork
Description: Original millwork including the  
front door and window trim elements remain 
intact. Several windows have been sealed with 
plastic to prevent further damage. Most windows 
show damaged wood, peeling painting and 
cracked glass to varying degrees.
Conservation Approach: Preservation & 
Rehabilitation
Features: The front door and windows are 
characteristic features of the original residence. 
Recommendation: The front door are in good 
condition and will be preserved. Existing 
windows should be assessed for retention and 
repair. Refer to As-Found Elevations for a specific 
analysis on the each original window element. 
Any replacement of material will match the 
existing profile and material.

Front Door Window Trim
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Existing Durham Front Porch

Character Defining Element: Front Porch
Description: The front porch is noticeably 
weathered and requires repair. Several elements of 
the wooden railing are missing.
Conservation Approach: Restoration
Features: The front porch does not have any 
particular style but it was an architectural element 
that was popularized in the Victorian Era.  The 
balusters and railings on Victorian porches were 
typically more ornamented but the simplicity of 
the Durham house’s porch was most appropriate 
as it was built for a journeyman.
Recommendation: The original house had a 
porch that wrapped across the front and west 
side elevations. Therefore, it is recommended 
to retain and extend the existing roof overhang 
across the front facade to restore some elements 
of the original porch design. The wooden railings 
should be replaced with a Victorian style porch 
railing that is sensitive to the historic appearance.  
The new porch design consists of minimalist 
vertical railings accented by newel posts.  The 
images below are examples of other pre-1900 
Victorian style homes with similar porch designs.

1012 Seventh Avenue, New Westminster- 
Porch with Square-cut Posts

Front Porch with Square-Cut Balusters and Newel Posts
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AS-FOUND ELEVATIONS- FRONT

Elevation: Front
Description: Double-hung window at the ground 
level.
Conservation Approach: Preservation
Recommendation: The bottom trim needs to be 
filled and repaired or replaced. The remaining 
window trims will be retained and repainted to a 
consistent historic colour. Existing glazing will be 
retained.

Front Window- Ground Level Front Window- Ground Level
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AS-FOUND ELEVATIONS- FRONT

Elevation: Front
Description: Double Pane Fixed Window at the 
second level.
Conservation Approach: Rehabilitation
Recommendation: The front window on the 
second level is not an original window. Therefore, 
it is recommended to be replaced while new 
window trims will be made to match the existing 
profile, material and colour of the ground level 
window.

Front Window- Second Level
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AS-FOUND ELEVATIONS- WEST

Elevation: West
Description: Double-hung window at the ground 
level.(left)
Conservation Approach: Preservation
Recommendation: The window is in fair 
condition. All trims will be retained and repainted 
to a consistent historic colour. Existing glazing 
will be retained.

West Window- Ground Level West Fixed Window- Ground Level

West Double Window- Ground Level

Elevation: West
Description: Double-hung window at the ground 
level (Top Right) 
Fixed window at the ground level (Bottom Right)
Conservation Approach: Preservation
Recommendation: Both windows are in fair 
condition. The right trim on the single fixed 
window will be replaced by a single piece of trim.
All other trims will be retained, stripped and 
repainted to a consistent historic colour. Existing 
glazing will be retained.
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AS-FOUND ELEVATIONS-REAR

Elevation: Rear
Description: Double Hung Window (left)
Conservation Approach: Preservation
Recommendation: The window is in fair 
condition. All trims will be retained and repainted 
to a consistent historic colour. Existing glazing 
will be retained.

Rear Window Left- Second Level Rear Window Right- Second Level

Elevation: Rear
Description: Double Hung Window (right)
Conservation Approach: Preservation
Recommendation: The window is in fair 
condition. All trims will be retained and repainted 
to a consistent historic colour. Existing glazing 
will be retained.
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AS-FOUND ELEVATIONS- REAR

Elevation: Rear
Description: Double Pane Fixed Window
Conservation Approach: Preservation
Recommendation: The window is in good 
condition. All trims will be retained and repainted 
to a consistent historic colour. Existing glazing 
will be retained.

Rear Window- Ground Level
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AS-FOUND ELEVATIONS- EAST

Elevation: East
Description: Double-hung window at the ground 
level (Right)
Conservation Approach: Preservation
Recommendation: All trims need to be repaired 
and refinished. Afterwards, they will be repainted 
to a consistent historic colour. Existing glazing 
will have to be replaced due to various cracks on 
both hung panes.

East Double-Hung Window- Ground Level

East Fixed Window- Ground Level

Elevation: East
Description: Fixed window at the ground level 
(Left)
Conservation Approach: Preservation
Recommendation: The window is in good 
condition. All trims will be retained and repainted 
to a consistent historic colour. Existing glazing 
will be retained.
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CONCLUSION

The Wilson Residence at 235 Durham Street is a valuable historic building associated with the development 
of the Glenbrooke North neighbourhood in New Westminster. The existing varying sized lots and the desire 
for urban revival show a precedent for the development, revitalization and subdivision of the property on 
235 Durham Street. Once built, the proposed development will contribute to a more sustainably diverse 
neighbourhood. 

This conservation plan provides the guidelines and recommendations for the conservation of the historic 
place. The recommendations include the preservation, restoration and rehabilitation of character defining 
elements and significant architectural features. The interior space will be renovated. New exterior additions 
will be sensitive to the historic context and character of the building.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
235 Durham Street New Westminster, BC.

DESCrIpTION OF HISTOrIC plACE:
The Wilson residence, located in the historic 
Glenbrooke neighbourhood in New Westminster, is a 
Victorian era cottage style home located on the north 
side of Durham Street, approximately in the center 
of the block. The home is one of the earliest on the 
street, and today remains a relatively untouched 
example of an early working class style cottage.  

HErITAGE VAluE:
The home is the only remaining pre 1900’s built 
cottages on the 200 block of Durham Street in New 
Westminster. The building was built and remained 
with the Wilson family for several generations. After 
moving from Orillia, Ontario, Jacob Wilson and his 
father, leonard Wilson, started their boat building 
business along the Fraser river in the current location 
of the Westminster Quay. They developed their 
property in the North Glenbrooke neighbourhood 
as Glenbrooke South remained a mostly industrial/
institutional area. The Wilson family home is a historic 
place with both aesthetic and historical value as it is 
an early example of the working class style cottage as 
the city of New Westminster developed. 235 Durham Street

1

The home’s aesthetic is very telling of its working class residents: utilitarian in form, layout and built with simple 
balloon framed construction. The home has maintained many of its original elements: single glazed, double hung  
drawn glass windows,Victorian style entry door, interior fir flooring as well as a wood staircase and balustrade 
with large Victorian Newel posts.  restoring the home is important in capturing the neighbourhood’s early 
development as most building activity occurred after 1910 and 1960, when the last residential area was infilled.

The completion of the Canadian Pacific Railway in 1885 allowed trade through New Westminster`s portlands 
and spiked growth in business, industry and residential developments. The Durham Street residence is a 
tangible reminder of the the working class community that lived and developed the city of New Westminster 
in the early 1900s. The home was built by Jacob and leonard Wilson, who established their family in New 
Westminster and was renowned for his craftsmanship in repairing and building boats.The Wilson Family have 
been a part of the original growth and history of the City of New Westminster since 1890.  

CHArACTEr-DEFINING ElEMENTS:
•	 residence is placed on the eastern side of the lot which is essentially flat
•	 wood-frame construction, with original wooden drop siding and wooden trim elements, including diamond 

shingles in the front gable
•	 original front-door with wood panelling and inset glass
•	 front-projecting entrance porch on the north elevation
•	 unornamented brick chimney
•	 general form and massing, in particular the rectangular shape and steep gable roof
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City of New Westminster 
 

R E P O R T  
 

DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT 

 

To: Mayor W. Wright and Members of 

Council in Committee of the Whole 

 

Date: March 11, 2013  

From: Lisa Spitale,  

Director of Development Services  

 

File: 13.2606.10 

Subject: Heritage Conservation Area Study as part of Official Community Plan 

Review Process 

 

 

RECOMMENDATION 
 

THAT Council direct staff to carry out the “Next Steps” as identified in this report 

and conduct a study of Heritage Conservation Areas as per the attached maps for 

the following areas: 

1) Bent Court (Uptown) 

2) Ash Street/Gloucester (Brow of the Hill) 

3) Wood Street (Queensborough) 

4) Manitoba/Peele Street (Queen’s Park) 

 

 

PURPOSE  
 

The purpose of this report is to seek Council direction to begin a public consultation and 

study process for implementing Heritage Conservation Areas as part of the Official 

Community Plan review process.  

 

SUMMARY 

 

The City is commencing on the review of the Official Community Plan (OCP). As a part 

of the review, staff will analyse the heritage tools available for heritage conservation 

purposes, how they have been used in the past, and how to improve on their use in the 

future.  Given the interest in heritage conservation areas, staff believe it is appropriate to 

begin this analysis focusing on four specific, but small-scale areas in the City that may 

benefit from heritage conservation guidelines. 
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The following steps are suggested as part of staff’s analysis; they are: 

 

1. Conduct preliminary heritage analysis of each of the four proposed areas and 

determine the most appropriate properties to list in a schedule. 

 

2. Contact the residents of each potential Heritage Conservation Area. 

 

3. Hold information meetings for residents of the potential Heritage Conservation 

Areas. 

 

4. Consult with the Community Heritage Commission, relevant Residents 

Associations and members of the public. 

 

5. Report back to Council with recommendations. 

 

BACKGROUND  

 

The Official Community Plan Review 

 

At its meeting of May 2, 2012, Council received a report that outlined a timeline for the 

review of the OCP and the Integrated Community Sustainability Plan. While there have 

been minor amendments and updates to the current OCP over the years, there has not been 

a comprehensive review of the OCP since 1998.  As a result, the Strategic Plan calls for a 

review of the OCP in the 2012-2014 timeframe.   

 

In addition to the typical land use designations contained in an OCP, New Westminster 

has chosen to include a wide range of policy areas in the OCP, including heritage, social, 

cultural, economic and environmental policies, seeking to move forward in many areas 

where a local government can influence community success and livability.   

 

Staff has begun the preparation of background information in support of the OCP review. 

This background work includes the development of growth scenarios and the 

advancement of work on specific issues such as rental and affordable housing, the 

employment lands strategy, the Master Transportation Plan and the Envision 2032 

process. The results of the Heritage Conservation Area Review are considered as 

important information that will inform the new OCP. 

 

The Heritage Conservation Area Study- Background 

 

The City considered a heritage conservation area for the Queen’s Park neighbourhood in 

1995 and began a consultation process. A resident committee was established to analyse 

results of a neighbourhood survey and subsequently submitted a discussion paper with a 
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series of recommendations.  The heritage conservation area discussion was discontinued 

when support of the majority of the neighbourhood was not established and when it was 

determined that the amount of staff time that would need to be devoted to managing a 

heritage conservation area of that size was greater than what was available. 

 

The primary concern expressed by residents about a heritage conservation area centred on 

the regulatory mechanisms that would be put in place.  The primary concern of Council at 

the time was the lack of support by the majority of residents and the amount of staff 

resources that would be allocated to the study and to the maintenance of a large heritage 

conservation area. 

 

The lessons learned from the Queen’s Park study have been incorporated into the 

proposed heritage conservation area studies.  For example, the proposed areas are small in 

size; inclusion on the schedule would be voluntary; and property owners would be 

included at each step of analysis and implementation. 

 

EXISTING POLICY/PRACTICE   

 

A heritage conservation area is a distinct district with special heritage value and/or 

heritage character, identified for heritage conservation purposes in an OCP, and 

established by a bylaw.  A heritage conservation area may establish design controls and 

may create a list (schedule) of specific properties within the area which receive formal 

protection.  Demolition or exterior alteration of scheduled properties must first receive 

Council approval through a heritage alteration permit.  

 

New Westminster’s Official Community Plan (OCP) encourages the consideration of 

heritage conservation areas as effective planning tools.  Section 2.6 (2) states that the City 

consider the option to “review and protect special areas that contribute to New 

Westminster’s unique character and identity, including consideration of heritage 

conservation areas”.   

 

Recommendation #5 in the New Westminster Heritage Management Plan (1993) suggests 

the use of heritage conservation areas as a response to community concerns that clusters of 

heritage resources and streetscapes, as well as individual properties, should be carefully 

managed so as to prevent a loss of character (p. 35). 

 

ANALYSIS 

 

The review of the OCP will analyse the heritage tools available to the City for heritage 

conservation purposes, how they have been used in the past, and how to improve on their 

use in the future.  Given the interest in heritage conservation areas, staff suggest that it is 
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appropriate to begin with an analysis and to focus on four specific, but small-scale areas in 

the City. 

 

1) Bent Court in Uptown (between 

Sixth Street, Fourth Avenue, 

Seventh Street, and Brantford 

Street) is a unique cluster of 

heritage buildings oriented 

around an informal courtyard.  

Most of the single family 

dwellings were built between 

1911 and 1936, with the oldest 

house dating to 1890. Bent 

Court is an area that has retained 

its historic characteristics, scale 

and sense of place, making the 

whole as important as the 

individual buildings.  Nine of 

the properties were listed on the 

City’s Heritage Inventory; 

however, none are listed on the 

Heritage Register nor are any of 

them protected heritage 

properties. 

 

2) The Ash/Gloucester area in 

Brow of the Hill (between 

Seventh Street, Royal Avenue, 

Eighth Street and Gloucester 

Street) is a small cluster of 

eight buildings with heritage 

value, ranging in date from 

1889 to 1948.  Included in this 

area are four houses dating 

before 1901, one from 1939 

and a three-storey multi-family 

apartment building from 1948.  

None are listed on the Heritage 

Register nor are any of them 

protected heritage properties. 
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3) The 200 block of Wood Street in 

Queensborough (between Ewen 

Avenue and Salter Street) 

contains ten pre-1915 single 

family dwellings, and 11 pre-

1945 houses. This collection of 

heritage homes gives this block 

of Wood Street heritage value.   

 

An additional advantage to 

creating a Heritage 

Conservation Area for this 

section of Wood Street is that 

the Queensborough Community 

Plan identifies Wood Street as 

the main North/South pedestrian 

connection, thus making it a 

highly visible and active street 

where the heritage could be 

appreciated at the pedestrian level. None of the historic houses on this portion of Wood 

Street are listed on the Heritage Register nor are any of them protected heritage 

properties.   

 

4) The Manitoba/Peele Street area 

in Queen’s Park (between 

Second Street, Royal Avenue, 

Third Street and Queens 

Avenue) is the largest cluster 

being considered for the study. 

It contains four blocks of 

mostly single-family dwellings 

and two multi-residential 

apartment buildings.   

 

There are three houses which 

date prior to 1900, thirteen that 

pre-date 1915 and 11 that pre-

date 1960.  Three of the historic 

houses in this area are listed on 

the Heritage Register (101 

Third Street, 218 Queens 

Avenue and 211 Royal Avenue) 
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and one is a protected heritage property (218 Queens Avenue is protected with a 

heritage designation bylaw).   

 

All four proposed Heritage Conservation Areas have unique and identifiable historic 

characteristics which make them valuable heritage places. 

 

Heritage Conservation Area or Development Permit Area 

  

Like many cities, New Westminster has a number of development permit areas that have 

been identified in the OCP and for which a development permit is required for all 

proposed developments. A development permit area is a tool to manage change and 

growth and is intended to give local governments guidance in the issuance of a permit, 

based on a case by case consideration of the development site.  At the same time, each 

area has a set of objectives and guidelines upon which approvals or refusals are based. 

  

Local governments may use development permit area designations to address purposes 

which best suit the particular needs of each area.  New Westminster has designated 

development permit areas for the following purposes:  

 to regulate the form and character of commercial, industrial, and multi-family 

residential development; 

 to protect the natural environment; 

 to revitalize specific commercial areas; and 

 to protect development from hazardous conditions.  

 

In establishing guidelines for “form and character” and commercial revitalization in 

development permit areas, the City has acknowledged the heritage character of certain 

areas and neighbourhoods, such as the Columbia Street Historic District.  

 

A development permit for a proposed project is approved and issued when Council is 

satisfied that the project meets all adopted guidelines for the development permit area. All 

conditions and requirements that are imposed by a development permit must be in 

accordance with adopted development permit guidelines, and there is no authority to 

refuse a development permit if the proposed use and density comply with the zoning 

regulations. Once approved, the permit is registered with the Land Title Office and is 

binding on the existing and future owners of the property. 

 

In many ways, a heritage conservation area is similar to a development permit area, and in 

fact, prior to the enactment of Part 27 of the Local Government Act, development permit 

areas could be identified for heritage conservation purposes.  
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The main differences between heritage conservation areas under Part 27 and development 

permit areas under Part 26 are: 

 

 A heritage conservation area may specify properties within the area that become 

“protected heritage property” and that are eligible for special consideration under 

the Assessment Act and for heritage property tax exemptions that the City may wish 

to grant.  

 

A development permit area has the same consequences for all properties in the 

area. 

 

 Changes to buildings within a heritage conservation area require an approved 

heritage alteration permit (which is reviewed by the Heritage Commission).  

 

There is no requirement for an advisory body or Council to review ordinary 

development permits; however, it is the City’s practice to refer development permit 

applications to the Design Panel for review. 

 

 The City has authority to refuse to issue a heritage alteration permit for an action 

that, in its opinion, would not be consistent with the purpose of the heritage 

protection of the property.   

 

Council has considerably less discretion in a development permit application.  

 

 The City has authority to adopt and enforce a heritage maintenance standards 

bylaw that is applicable to all properties within a heritage conservation area. 

 

A development permit area does not have this ability. 

 

 There is no provision for the filing of notices on title regarding the existence of a 

heritage alteration permit. 

 

There is a provision for filing notices on title regarding a development permit. 

 

 A heritage alteration permit may include requirements relating to the exterior 

design and finish of buildings. 

 

A development permit provides guidelines for the building’s form and character. 

 

 If the City undertakes the heritage alteration permit holder’s obligations, it may add 

the cost of doing so to the taxes on the property.  
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This is not possible with development permits. 

 

 Remedies for contraventions are stronger in the case of heritage conservation areas 

and heritage alteration permits than for development permit areas and development 

permits. 

 

 The purposes for which the City may require security to guarantee the performance 

of the owner’s obligations under a heritage alteration permit are broader than those 

for which development permit security may be required. 

 

Main similarities between a heritage conservation area and a development permit area are: 

 A bylaw is required to amend the OCP to identify the area; 

 

 Use and density are protected; 

 

 Clear objectives are established; 

 

 Design guidelines are established; 

 

 Property owners are not eligible for compensation for being included in either a 

heritage conservation or a development permit area; 

 

 All proposed changes must first receive, in addition to regular building permits, a 

specific permit (development permit for development permit area, heritage 

alteration permit for heritage conservation area); and 

 

 Permit exemptions may be identified. 

 

NEXT STEPS 
 

Staff recommend the following next steps in the process; they are: 

1. Conduct preliminary heritage analysis of each of the four proposed areas and 

determine the most appropriate properties to list in a schedule.  

2. Contact the residents of each potential Heritage Conservation Area. 

3. Hold information meetings for residents of the potential Heritage Conservation 

Areas. 

4. Consult with the Community Heritage Commission, relevant Residents 

Associations and members of the public. 
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5. Report back to Council with recommendations. 

 

OPTIONS 

 

Council has the following options to consider: 

 

1. Direct staff to carry out the analysis and public consultation as outlined in the 

“Next Steps” section of this report; 

 

2. Direct that additional steps and/or other areas, as identified by Council, be 

included;  

 

3. Give staff other direction. 

 

Staff recommends Option #1. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The creation of Heritage Conservation Areas is identified in the OCP as a reasonable 

option to further heritage conservation in the City.  The four areas identified in this report 

would be a good test of the process and of public acceptance. 

 

The steps required to implement a heritage conservation area are provided in Appendix A. 

 

Report Author 
 

  

   
Julie Schueck, 

Heritage and Community Planner 
 Beverly Grieve, 

Manager of Planning 

 

  Approved for Presentation to Council 
 

   
Lisa Spitale,  

Director of Development Services  

 Rick Page, 

Acting City Administrator 
 

 

:jcs 
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Implementing a Heritage Conservation Area 
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The following steps are standard for the implementation of a heritage conservation area: 

 

1. Develop heritage statement of significance for the area to describe the special 

features or characteristics of the area and to justify the establishment of a heritage 

conservation area.  This would include the direct participation of the area’s 

property owners/occupiers, as well as the broader community. 

 

2. Assess how a heritage conservation area might affect, or be affected, by other City 

policies and zoning. 

 

3. Draft objectives, such as: 

 To maintain the area’s historic single family character and scale; 

 To protect a specific list of buildings within the area; 

 To promote the retention and restoration of listed heritage buildings; and 

 To require that any new development or additions be in a manner that is 

compatible with and respectful to the form and character of the area. 

 

4. Conduct public consultation and include: 

 Area property owners; 

 Community Heritage Commission; 

 Advisory Planning Commission; 

 Community Public Open House; and 

 Bylaw Public Hearing.  

 

5. Establish heritage conservation area boundaries and a schedule of properties. 

 

6. Develop design guidelines. 

 

7. Identify actions that would be exempt from requiring a heritage alteration permit.  

 

8. Prepare a bylaw to amend the OCP (and to identify the heritage conservation area). 

 

9. Formally contact affected property owners. 

 

10. Hold a public hearing. 

 

11. Adopt the bylaw. 

 

12. Notify the Land Title Office and the minister responsible for the Heritage 

Conservation Act. 
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Toward a New Vision for Heritage – Launch of National Conversation 

Ottawa, ON – March 11, 2013 – HCF Working Groups made up of volunteers who are taking the lead in 
developing an action plan for the future of heritage conservation in Canada began meeting this week to 
review and refine a new Vision developed during the National Heritage Summit held last October.  

Born out of a desire to heighten the relevance and social purpose of efforts to conserve, rehabilitate and 
celebrate heritage buildings, natural sites and communities, the Vision was recently published in the February 
issue of Municipal World and will become a roadmap for collective action, launching HCF’s 40th anniversary 
conference, Regeneration: Heritage Leads the Way.  

HCF is committed to engaging as many people as possible in this important exercise.  Over the coming 
weeks, HCF will offer online opportunities for members of the heritage community and others from across the 
country to comment on Working Group results and provide input into this exciting new national initiative.  

The Five Vision Statements are as follows: 

1. Conservation is about community, local identity, economic self sufficiency, social inclusion and cultural 
vitality.  
2. Heritage is conservation: Heritage-led regeneration is a powerful antidote to the crisis of consumerism and 
disposability.  
3. Heritage is in demand: We envision a future where the tangible benefits of heritage are recognized by 
society and seen as worth investing in. Moving beyond rules and regulations, governments have become 
enablers.  
4. Heritage is more than buildings: Our sphere of interest and influence has expanded to embrace the entire 
environment, including spirit of place, community, memories, stories and traditions.  
5. Heritage reflects broader perspectives: The heritage sector seeks to better recognize and embrace the 
perspectives, interests and values of a broader public, including youth, and expand the sphere of engaged 
stakeholders to include non-traditional partners.  
 
A more detailed article by HCF executive director, Natalie Bull, entitled “Regeneration: Toward a new vision 
for heritage” is in the February issue of Municipal World.  
 
Contact: 
Carolyn Quinn, Director of Communications, cquinn@heritagecanada.org 
Telephone: (613) 237-1066 ext 229; Cell (613) 797-7206 
www.heritagecanada.org 
 

The Heritage Canada Foundation is a national registered charity dedicated to the preservation of Canada’s 
historic places. Your support is vital to our work. Please join or make a tax-deductible donation today. 

********************** 
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